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Representatives, April 9, 1883.

The Committee on the Judiciary to whom was referred the
orders relative to the veto message of His Excellency the
Governor concerning the bill to incorporate the Union Safe
Deposit Vaults, and who were requested to investigate the
facts relative to the alleged invalidity of the veto of His Excellency the Governor of the bill to incorporate the Union

Safe Deposit Vaults,
REPORT:
The record shows that the bill to incorporate the Union
Safe Deposit Vaults was laid before the governor for his
revisal on the 21st day of February last, and that on the
26th day of the same month he returned the bill to the
House of Representatives, in which it originated, with his objections thereto in writing. The record therefore shows that
in all respects the proceedings were regular and co'ilstitutional in form, and that there is no duty devolving upon the
House in relation thereto, except to proceed to reconsider
said bill. But the facts averred in the preamble to the order
before us present other considerations involving an inquiry
into the manner in which His Excellency has exercised one
of the highest functions of his office, and the propriety of requiring the opinion of the justices of the supreme judicial
court on the constitutional effect of those acts. The facts
therein recited, if true, and established by a tribunal having
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the power to do so, might render the objections of His Excellency void and of no effect, and lead to the conclusion that
the bill had become a law by lapse of the constitutional
period of five days in which the governor may return a bill
or resolve to the branch in which it originated, with his objections thereto in writing.
A majority of your Committee are of the opinion that the
House has no power under the Constitution, directly conferred or necessarily inferred therefrom, to inquire into the
existence of the facts alleged as determining the validity and
The
constitutionality of the official acts of the executive.
power to inquire into the manner in which the governor has
exercised the various functions of his office can doubtless be
fully inquired into upon impeachment made by the House,
and this seems to be exclusive of all other occasions. Any
attempt on the part of one co-ordinate branch of the government to inquire into and give judgment on the validity of
the acts of another, except in cases plainly contemplated by
the Constitution, would be an act fraught with much danger,
and plainly opposed to the spirit, if not the letter of Article
XXX. of the Bill of Rights, which declares that the legislative department shall never exercise the executive and
“to the end it
judicial powers, or either of them,”
be
of
and
of
men.”
laws,
not
may
q government
A majority of your Committee are also of the opinion
that it would be improper to require the opinion of the justices of the supreme judicial court iu regard to the constitutional effect of the acts of the governor in regard to this
or similar measures based on facts found by your Committee, or any other method. Their opinion must necessarily
be foulided on facts existing outside the record, and must be
established by a tribunal having the constitutional or legal
power to inquire into them. It would undoubtedly be a
right, and sometimes the duty of the governor and council,
to require the opinion of the justices of the supreme judicial court in relation to the many and oftentimes important
and delicate duties devolving upon them under the Constitution, but it would be justly considered an impertinence for
the House to do it for their learning. If the facts were fully
established, the justices might properly, and probably would,
“

.

.
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decline to answer any question required of them bearing on
the manner in which the governor had exercised the duties of
his office and the legal effect of those acts, as their answers
in any such case, whatever they might be, would very naturally be construed as anticipating the judgment of the
Senate acting as a court of impeachment, were such a court
instituted, your Committee, however, expressing no opinion as to the probability or possibility of that event in this
instance. A majority of your Committee are also of the
opinion that it would be improper to require the opinion of
the justices on the questions proposed in the second order
before us. The questions of law raised by the proposed inquiry are doubtless of great interest and importance, and
full answers thereto would necessarily determine the power
of this, as well as many similar corporations. The questions proposed necessarily involve individual as well as corporate rights, and an opinion obtained in this manner would
be at least an authority to be used by the party in whose
favor it was on a trial of a case regularly before the court.
The justices have uniformly declined to give their opinions
on questions of like nature heretofore, and could very properly decline to do so in this instance, and the future embarrassment of the court, as well as parties therein, would seem
to be a sufficient reason for their ictusal to comply.
We therefore recommend that the House do not adopt the
preamble and orders requiring the opinion ot the justices of
the supreme judicial court on the effect of certain acts or
the governor in relation to the bill to incorporate the Union
Safe Deposit Vaults and that it is inexpedient to investigate the facts relative to the alleged invalidity of the veto of
His Excellency the Governor ot the bill to incorporate the
—

;

Union Safe Deposit Vaults.

WM. COGSWELL.
S. N. ALDRICH.
CORNELIUS F. CRONIN.
N. H. BIXBY.
W. G. A. PATTEE.

The above report was drafted by Mr.

Bixby.

WM. COGSWELL, Chairman
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MINORITY REPORT.

The undersigned being unable to agree with the majority
of the Committee regarding the two orders mentioned in
their report, beg to submit the following reasons for their

dissent:
We think that the Committee should, in accordance with
the request of the House, investigate the facts in relation to
the alleged veto, and report them to the House. Although
the governor, when waited upon, respectfully declined to furnish the Committee any information relating to the subject,
we believe that there are other proper and trustworthy
sources from which all the material facts can be gained.
Being a minority, we could not require the Committee to
make further investigation, but we believe from information
imparted to us that there are the following, among other facts,
which can, if material, be established to the satisfaction of
the House That the governor departed from the Common:

wealth Friday, February 23, 1883, and remained continuously
absent until March 2d that he notified the lieutenant-governor of his proposed absence, and that the lieutenant-governor, during the period of such absence, was, in accordance
with the Constitution,* performing the duties and exercising
the powers of governor, and among other acts did approve
a bill on the 27th day of February, and another on the Ist
day of March, and on the latter day signed a requisition for
a fugitive from justice that the private secretary of the governor, previous to his departure with the governor on Friday, the 23d of February, requested the executive clerk to
take the bill in question, with a message of the governor, into
the House on the following Monday that between Friday
and Monday noon the message was, in accordance with a telegram from the governor sent to New York and returned,
;

;

;

�

Chap. 2, Sect. 2, Art. 3.
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and that the bill and the message now before the House
were on Monday put into the hands of the executive clerk,
and by him brought into the House without further or other
requestor direction from the governor or any one else, and
that the lieutenant-governor had nothing whatever to do
with the message or the bill.
The House, in taking the bill or act from the table, must
pursue one of two courses. It must, assuming the veto to
be valid, proceed to reconsider the bill and pass it, or refuse
to pass it; or it must, assuming that the alleged veto was of
no effect, order the bill or act to be sent to the office of the
secretary of the Commonwealth, in whose custody it then

belongs.
To enable the House properly to determine which of these
take, it should be put in possession, by the
channel
of a committee’s report, of all the material
ordinary
facts which are accessible.
Assuming that the facts are substantially as above set
forth, or even as more briefly stated in the order referred to
the Committee (which we believe is not denied), we are of
the opinion that the bill was not returned to the House by
the governor in accordance with the Constitution,* that the
alleged veto is consequently of no effect, and that the bill
has acquired the force of a law by the expiration of five
days from its presentation to the governor.
The Constitution provides that if the governor have objections to a bill he shall return the same, with his objections thereto in writing, to the Senate or House.” It is the
act of returning the bill by the governor with his objections
which constitutes the veto, and not the writing or sending
of a message.
The bill was brought into the House with the governor’s
objections by the executive clerk on the twenty-sixth day of
February, which is the alleged official act of returning the
bill. On this day, and from February 23d to March 2d, the
governor was absent from the Commonwealth, and the
lieutenant-governor was, in accordance with his constituis
tional rights and duty when the chair of the governor
vacant by reason of his death or absence,” discharging all
two courses to

“

“

*

Chap. 1, Sec. 1, Art. 2.
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the functions of governor. There cannot be two acting as
governor at the same time. The chair of the governor was
vacant by his absence he could perform no official act outside of the Commonwralth, and what he could not do at the
time personally, he could not do by an agent or servant.
The bill had not gone out of the possession of the executive
department before Monday afternoon. ‘‘All the powers”
of the governor were then transferred to the lieutenantgovernor, who was in fact exercising those powers, and who
alone had the constitutional right to exercise any power as
governor, and he alone could then perform an official act
regarding
the bill.
O
Suppose it were the case of the death, and not the absence
of the governor, the vacancy” is the same, and the same
constitutional results ensue, but nobody would then claim
that such return of the bill made after the governor’s death
would have any effect. The alleged return might, if the
governor could so delegate his authority, be likened to an
attempted execution of a power of attorney after the principal has died or lost his capacity to act.
The governor being, on the 26th day of February,
incapacitated by absence to act, and another actually officiating as governor at the time, the act of the executive clerk
iu bringing the bill into the House was, in our opinion,
unauthorized and of no effect. The governor cannot transmit a message from a place outside of the Commonwealth.
After the House has obtained the facts in the case, and is
obliged to act upon them, can it obtain for its assistance the
opinion of the justices of the supreme judicial court regardthe legal
or constitutional effect of the alleged
ing
act of
o
o
o
return, as shown by the facts, and the consequent validity of
the veto?
The Constitution declares that it can require their opinions
upon important questions of law and upon solemn occathe object
sions.”
The justices have themselves said that
of this clause appears to be to enable the Senate or House, or
governor and council, to obtain advice upon any important
question of law, which the body making the inquiry has occasion to consider in the exercise of the legislative or execu;

“

“

“

*

“

*
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tivo powers entrusted to them respectively,”
that their
opinion can be so required when such questions of law are
necessary to be determined in the exercise of these powers,
and that
no other limit of the authority to require the
opinions of the justices is expressed in the Constitution.” f
They say further that in giving such opinions the justices
do not act as a court, but as the constitutional advisers of
the other departments of the government.”f The House now,
in the exercise of its legislative powers, is met by an important legal question. As upon many questions it asks the
opinion of its judiciary committee, it may now consider that
the occasion justifies its requiring the opinion of its highest
constitutional advisers as to what is the law upon the facts of
the case. In answering such a question, the justices, in their
advisory, not in their judicial capacity, give the House their
opinion of the law upon the facts stated. It is not a judgment, but only an opinion, and is in no wise binding upon
the House. | Having heard their opinion, the House takes
the course which it deems wisest to follow, and acts on its
own responsibility. §
It is said, in objection, by the majority of the Committee
that the record shows that the bill was laid before the governor February 21st, and that he returned it with his objections the 26th, and consequently shows that the proceedings
were in all respects regular; and they assume that resort
cannot be had outside of the record for facts, at least unless
the facts are judicially determined.
The record of the House Journal as to the return of the
bill is that
a message was received from His Excellency
Governor,
returning, with his objections thereto, the
the
Now
it is one of the very objects of this inquiry
bill,” etc.
to ascertain the facts, so as to make the record of the House
in accordance with the facts and indeed it would be singular
if the statement of a clerk of a body could not be inquired
into by the body itself, or a body could not question the fact
of a statement in its own record, and could not alter or
amend its record.
The only other record is the Senate Journal, which says
*

“

“

“

;

•

122 Mass. 601.

f 126 Mass. .566.

+5 Met. 596; 9 Cush. 604; 12.'Allen, 164.
6 7 Pick. 125.
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that the bill
was laid before the governor for his approval
February 21st. In like manner in the case reported in 99
Mass. 636, according to the record of the Senate, the bill
was sent to the governor” on a certain day. The facts
then stated by the House to the justices showed that the
governor was at the time absent from the State, and that
the bill was left with the secretary of the Commonwealth.
The justices, as well as the House, went behind the record,
and said that the bill was not laid before the governor
personally, as required by the Constitution, by being sent to
the secretary, and that the bill did not appear to have been
so presented except by the statement that it was returned
“

”

“

unsigned.
It would never be possible to prove by attested records
of the House the governor’s death, any more than his absence
from the Commonwealth, nor is there a record anywhere
kept of the governor’s presence or absence.
As to the intimation that the facts must be established by
a tribunal having the constitutional and legal right to inquire
into them, the precise contrary has been assumed by the
justices, that they give an opinion upon an abstract question without any investigation of facts
and they say that in
giving such opinion they do not act as a court at all, and
that it has never been considered essential that the questions proposed should be such as might come before them in
their judicial capacity.” f They take the facts as assumed
by the House as “a case stated.” J It would be altogether
impossible in most cases for the facts to be judicially proved
before an opinion is sought of the justices. There is no
court to which they could he referred or issue upon which
they could be established. Neither does the Constitution,
nor do the justices themselves, impose any such limit as
above suggested, but, on the contrary, the justices have
repeatedly, both in this and in other States, given their
opinion upon the statements of facts made up by the inquiring body, which facts do not appear of record, nor have been
“

*

“

judicially established.
It is objected that the House cannot inquire into the facts
alleged, because it is an inquiry into the manner in which
*

6 Met. 898.

|

126

Mass. 668.

t 46 N - H. 608.
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the governor has exercised the functions of his office, and
therefore an attempt of one branch to exercise the powers
of a co-ordinate branch of the government contrary to Art.
XXX. of the Bill of Rights and that, consequently, the justices should not and would not assist in the inquiry by answering the questions proposed. The inquiry is not to ascertain
how the governor has performed his duties, but to ascertain
whether the return of the bill in this case was or was not the
act of the governor,
a legislative inquiry into the facts
regarding the passage of a certain bill through its constitutional stages, in order to determine how the House shall do
its own duty in the premises. Was the act of the clerk in
bringing the bill, with the message, into the House, under
the circumstances, a constitutional return of the bill? The
action of the House depends upon the answer to this question. Could no inquiry be made, if it were contended that
the signature of the governor to his objections were a forgery that the message had been tampered with in passing
from his hands to the House; that the bringing in of the bill
by the clerk was not authorized, or the authority to do so
had been revoked; that the veto was made by the lieutenant-governor, after the governor’s return to the Commonwealth or that just previous to the act the governor had
ceased to exist by death, and not by absence from the Commonwealth? If they cannot answer the legislature regarding
the executive department, in like manner should they refuse
to inform the executive whether a law passed by the legislature which he is called upon to enforce is constitutional or
not. The justices, in giving an opinion as advisers, certainly give no “judgment upon the validity of the acts of
;

;

;

another” department.
No conflict can arise between the executive and legislative
departments in the present case, because the lull has entirely
passed from the hands of the executive, and in no way cun
he be called upon to act further in relation to it. He is

functus officio.

the
The majority, in quoting the Bill of Rights, that
legislative department shall never exercise the executive and
judicial powers, or either of them,” do not quote what is
“

*

•

Art. XXX.
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that the judicial shall never exercise the
also declared,
and if
legislative and executive powers, or either of them
the words quoted by the majority would, under all circumstances, forbid the legislature inquiring regarding the acts
of the executive, then the words we have cited would forbid
the judiciary from inquiry regarding the acts of the legislature and executive departments. But the justices are frequently called upon, even as a court, to determine whether
the constitutional powers have been observed by the other
departments of the government, and whether the other departments have kept within the limits prescribed b}' the
Constitution. The court restrains executive officers by injunction, and compels them to action by quo warranto. It
frequently, in the administration of justice, declares unconstitutional and of no effect statutes enacted by the legislature and approved by the governor. The court must, when
called upon to make decree under an assumed statute, first
determine whether such statute has the force of a law, as
the House must determine whether an assumed bill is already
really a law, or is still subject to the reconsideration and revision of the House. The action of the House or of the
court, as the case may be, is not an exercise of the executive power, but a right of inquiry inherent in its own
powers.
High authorities .indeed declare that in the approval of
bills, the governor is a component part of the legislature,
and not acting as executive,* and the, clause of the constitution giving the governor the power of approval and veto of
legislation is embraced under the legislative power.
the courts will take judiAuthorities also declare that
cial notice of the political appointments of the land, so far as
concerns the names and tenure of its principal agents, and
their constitutional power and limitations.
Why must not
the legislature as well take notice as to the person who is
all the duties incumbent upon
at a given time performing
the governor?”
It cannot be that the legislative or judicial department
in a case in which its own action is necessary, is bound, in
“

”

:

“

“

“

»

Cooley on Constitutional Limitations, 4th ed., p. IS6, et seq.
J Wharton on Evidence,
t Ch. 1, Sect. 1, Art. 2.

2 Cal. 168.

;

$

337.
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spite of notorious and undisputed evidence to the contrary,
blindly to accept as an act of the executive everything which
purports so to be, or that either department is estopped
from inquiring whether any such act be within the limits of
the constitutional powers of the executive. If, in such case
as the present, it is not permitted to determine whether the
alleged veto is the act of the executive, or within the constitutional powers of the governor, then the path to fraud

has no barrier, and the Constitution is made a nullity.
It is objected that the justices would decline to answer
upon the facts if established, inasmuch as their answer
might be construed to anticipate the judgment of the Senate
acting as a court of impeachment, which is suggested as the
exclusive mode of inquiry open to the House under the
assumed facts. It is difficult to understand how the governor could be impeached for misconduct or maladministration
in his office for the act of the clerk in bringing
the bill into the House during his (the governor’s) absence
from the Commonwealth, and when he was not in office, or,
if it were so assumed, be impeached for ignorance of the
legal effect of an act done, perhaps, carelessly, but without
wrongful intent. It might, it would seem almost with equal
propriety, be said that the governor could be impeached for
carelessly approving a bill which is clearly unconstitutional.
If a governor should deliberately attempt to exercise the
executive power in his absence from the Commonwealth,
knowing it to be in violation of the Constitution,*such action
would undoubtedly be ground for impeachment; but such is
not one of the facts proposed to be presented to the court.
Besides, the justices are not called upon to decide what the
facts are, nor whether the facts stated would constitute an
impeachable offence, the questions which the Senate determines in cases of impeachment.
It is a final consideration whether justice to the parties
whose incorporation is now left a question of doubt does
not demand the making by the House of the utmost inquiry
in its power before taking action. If the House proceeds to
reconsider the bill, and it fails to receive a two-thirds vote
in its favor, it is difficult to see how these parties can tost
their claim to be a corporation in the court. The alleged
“

”

*

—

*

Constitution, Chap. 1, Sect. 2, Art. 8.
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act upon which they must base their claim is not certified by
the secretary, or on file in his office, or published with the
acts of the year, but it is buried among the files of the
House.
We cannot think that the justices would desire to refuse
the respectful request of the House for their assistance on an
occasion which the House regards of importance enough to
justify such application; but that they would willingly
answer the inquiry we believe, not only for the reasons
above given, but also because they have given their opinions
on similar occasions, and upon similar statements of facts,
notably in 1791* and in 1868. f In 1868, not only did
the facts stated by the House include the absence of the
governor from the Commonwealth, and the manner of
the presentation of the bill then in question to him by the
secretary; and not only did the justices consider and give
theii opinion upon such facts, but a special committee, consisting of the judiciary committees of the two branches, at the
request of the legislature, did report, and reported in detail
the manner in which the governor performed his duty regarding the veto, with a view to the presentation of additional
facts to the court by a supplementary statement. That
report was made by John Quincy Adams, and Samuel W.
Bowerman was chairman of the committee, which included
William Gaston, Richard H. Dana, Charles R. Train, John
K. Tarbox, and other eminent lawyers.
With such a precedent for obeying the request of the
House, and in accordance with the foregoing reasons, we
respectfully recommend that the orders be either recommitted to the judiciary committee, or referred to a special committee, with instructions to investigate
the facts relatingO to
O
the alleged veto, and to incorporate them, so far as they
seem material, in the order requesting the opinion of the
justices of the supreme judicial court, and to strike from
the order the second request concerning the alleged effect of
the bill, which we agree it is inexpedient to embrace in the

inquiry.

HENRY 11. SPRAGUE.
BURTON W. POTTER.
ARTHUR F. MEANS.
•

3 Mass. 567.

t 99,,Mass. 636.
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DTSSENTING REPORT.

As one member of the Judiciary Committee, not agreeing
to the report of the majority, but concurring with the
minority as to the facts and conclusions therein stated, I beg
leave to Submit the following reasons for the same
The Constitution, Part IT, Chap. 2, Art. 3. Sect. 2,
relating to the executive power, provides that Whenever the chair of the governor shall be vacant, by reason
of his death or absence from the Commonwealth or otherwise. the lieutenant-governor for the time being shall, during such vacancy, perform all the duties incumbent upon
the governor, and shall have and exercise all the powers and
authorities which by this Constitution the governor is vested
with when personally present.”
During the said absence of Mis Excellency, from said
Feb. 23d to March 2d. then the lieutenant-governor was to
all intents and purposes governor of this Commonwealth
and was in fact acting as such, and “the chair of governor” was then filled by him. No one but him could
during that period perform any official act of governor.
We cannot have two acting governors at the same time.
On said Feb. 26, when the ad of sending said veto message
into the House was done, Mis Excellency, being then
absent from the Commonwealth as aforesaid, was a mere
private individual, with no more power to send a veto message into the House than any other citizen. The official
When
power was then vested in the lieutenant-governor.
Constitution,
is
the
The
veto power exercised?
and how
Part IF, Chap. 1, Art. 2, provides that
:

“

No bill shall become a law, and have force as such, until it
shall have been laid before the governor for his revisal; and if he,
upon such revision, approve thereof, he shall signify his approba“
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objection to the passing of such bill, he shall return the same, together with his objections thereto, in writing, to the Senate or House of Representatives,
in whichsoever the same shall have originated, who shall enter the
objections sent down by the governor at large on their records,
and proceed to reconsider the bill; and in order to prevent unnecessary delays, if the bill should not be returned by the governor
within five days after it shall have heerl presented, the same shall
have the force of a law.”
tion by signing the same but if he have
;

an

-

Now, then, by the Constitution, it is the official act of
returning the bill by the governor, with his objections to it,
which constitutes the veto not when or relieve he wrote his
objections,— but when did he assume to return the bill with
his objections to the House, and where was be at that time,
when that attempted official act was done. Was he then
within the Commonwealth, filling the chair of governor,
and performing the duties of governor; or was he then
absent from the Commonwealth, and the official duties of
governor then being performed by the lieutenant-governor,
the duly elected officer under the Constitution, whose duty
it is to act as governor, and perform all the official duties
of governor in case of the death or absence of the governor
from the Commonwealth?
The veto message, whenever or wherever written or signed,
is of no account till the act of returning it is done, no more
than a deed or other instrument is of any eifecl till the act
of delivery. Both, till then, are mere dead letters. Suppose His Excelli ncy, after writing and signing said veto
message, and before it was taken into the House by his
messenger, acting as his agent, had died, nobody would
claim that such a veto would have any force neither can such
an act have any more force if done in his
absence from the
Commonwealth” than if his chair were vacant “by reason
of his death.” No public announcement of such vacancy is
required in either case. What was the fact is the only question, The governor has no power to authorize any person
to act as his agent in doing his official acts when he is absent
from the Commonwealth. The governorship is a personal
trust, and he cannot delegate his powers for such a
the Constitution wisely provides a lieutenantpurpose.
;

;

“

1883.
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governor to he elected by the people, whose duty it
is lo perform all the official acts and duties pertaining to
the governor during such absence.
The question then
returns, and that is the vital question, Was the governor
“'absent from the Commonwealth,” within the meaning of
the Constitution, when said veto message was sent into the
House on said February 26th? Both the governor and the
lieutenant-governor, by their acts, considered and admitted
that the governor, by said absence, had vacated the chair, and
made it incumbent upon the lieutenant-governor to fill it,
as he did, and as his acts show. But horo is this absence to
be shown? Some claim that the legislature cannot properly
submit any question to the supreme judicial court for its
opinion based upon facts which do not appear of record;
that the facts, if proved at all, must be proved in a judicial
proceeding ,” how the Constitution, Part 11., Chap. 3, Art. 2,
provides as follows: “Each branch of the legislature, as
well as the governor and council, shall have authority to
require the opinions of the justices of the supreme judicial
court upon important questions of law, and upon solemn
occasions.”
The purpose of this provision-, as has been often held bysaid court, is to enable the governor and council, or either
branch of the legislature, on all proper occasions, to have
the opinions or advice of said court, to aid them in the performance of their executive or legislative duties how to
obtain such opinions or advice, the body making the inquiry
(as in cases where the client seeks the opinion or advice ot
his lawyer), must make a statement of the facts in good faith.
The inquiry is based upon facts. The tacts raise the question
of law, and the opinion is only stating the legal effect of the
facts as they bear upon other matters. Thud is the question
of law upon which the court in all such cases is asked its
opinion, simply to state the legal effect ot a given state ot
facts. Such advice or opinion is not binding on any one,
neither are the facts stated, as is well said in 12 Allen, 162,
and in 126 Mass. 566, where the court says, that, in such
the justices do not act as a court giving opinions that
cases,
bind parties and become authorities, but only as the constitutional advisers of the other branches of the government,
,

“

:

“

”

“
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and that it has never been considered essential that the
questions proposed should he such as might come before
them in their judicial capacity.”
There is nothing judicial then, in these inquiries.
There are no parties before the court, no case entered, mo
issue joined, no facts to be proved and no case argued and
no party, not even the body making the inquiry, is bound by
the opinion given. How, then, can it be seriously urged
that the facts, out of which the question of law arises, must
first be proved in a judicialproceeding before the opinion of
the court can properly be required? What judicial proceeding, in what court, and in the trial of what case ? For a judicial
proceeding or inquiry cannot exist without the trial of some
case, and in some court, and where the rights of opposing
parties are to be settled, involving law and facts.
In order to imagine a “judicial proceeding,” where the
facts stated in said preamble could be judicially proved,” a
suit would have to be brought and tried between some parties
where the validity of the doings of the governor and the
legislature, relating to this bill, if it should be promulgated
as a law, would be determined.
Thus, it is seen, it is impossible to establish the facts judicially before presenting them to the court for its opinion in
such cases.
No question of law could ever be raised, or the opinion of
the court required thereon, by either branch of the government, relating to the proper performance of its duties, if such
were the rule, because the question of km or the occasion
must depend upon facts, and there would be no way of getting the facts before the court, whether they appeared of
record or not; for what appears to be of record may very
properly be in dispute, and might as properly be required to
be proved
judicially ”as any other facts. The facts may
be proved by parol evidence. In re Richardson, 2 Story,
580. People v. Clark, 1 Cal. 406 39 Cal. 189 2 Cal. 165
19 111. 273. Cooley, Con. Law, 4th ed. 163.
In this case and most others, where the opinion of the
court is sought under the Constitution, it is requested upon
facts slated. The facts raise the question of law, and make
the occasion for requiring the opinion of the court. The
,

;

,

,

“

“

;

;

;
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court assumes the facts stated to be true, and then proceeds
to determine the legal effect of such facts, which is all that is
required of the court.* So, if the department of the government desiring the opinion of the court is satisfied that
the alleged facts are true, and might be proved, if occasion
required, judicially, that is enough to justify it in seeking
the advice of the court as to their legal effect, so far ns the
facts go.
A legislative committee has power to call in witnesses and
examine them as to facts relating to matters properly before
it, but not to institute a judicial proceeding. That belongs
to the judiciary. Such committee cannot try the rights of
parties, but it has the power to investigate facts necessary
to proper legislation.
In the case in the 99th Mass. 636, the facts stated did
not all appear of record neither were the facts judicially
proved to the court, but were simply slated in the preamble
annexed to the order, as in this case; and the court said, in
giving the opinion, “Upon the facts stated in the preamble,
the bill referred to did not become, and is not, a law of this
Commonwealth.”
The question in that case was of the same kind as this,
and was asked for the same purpose, and which was,
whether the bill was laid before the governor personally by
being sent to the secretary of state, the governor having
left the Commonwealth for the lime being. In this, the question is whether the bill has become a law, notwithstanding
the veto message which was taken to the House, as before
stated.
This case is as important as that. Why should not the
court give its opinion in this case as well as that, and upon
such a statement of facts as the House feels justified in making? The House must be its own judge of the truth of the
facts. It would be vain to make a false statement, because
the opinion is based upon the facts, and would be useless
;

if the facts are true.
Shall it be said, then, that we have no power to require
the opinion or inquire into the facts unless they appear of
record f Neither the death of the governor nor his absence
*

45 N. 11. (507.
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from the Commonwealth would appear of record till the fact
were proved. Assume that a veto message had been prepared by the governor and sent into the House after his
death, should we consider him still alive because there is no
record of his death, and act upon such a message as if he were
alive; and then if we are in doubt as to what to do with it
or how to treat it, refuse to ask the opinion of the court as
to the legal effect of it, because we cannot prove the death
judicially,'’ and by some official record? The alleged absence of the governor has never been denied still, because
the fact of absence does not appear of record, we are asked to
shut our eyes to the notorious fact, and treat the veto message as valid, although we believe it to be void, instead of
getting at the facts as best we may, and presenting them to
the supreme judicial court, as our constitutional advisers, for
its opinion as to the validity of the veto under such circumIt seems to us this is
stances, before we proceed farther.
the
it is our duty
when
Constitution
by
one of the occasions
of
the court.
to require the opinion
Let us consider the importance of it. The House must
do something with the bill; many members may be in doubt
as to the legal effects of the veto message, and hence desire
the opinion of the court. If the veto message is properly
before the House, it should be entered on the records, and
the House should proceed to reconsider the bill. If it is
not properly there, then the bill should be sent to the office
of the secretary of state as a valid law, and without any
further proceedings. But it is due to the corporators mentioned in the bill that no wrong is done them by invalid legislation. If the House treats the veto message as valid,
when it is not, and proceeds to reconsider the bill, and it fails
of a two-thirds vote, and goes then into the waste-basket,
the corporators are without any remedy, because there is no
statute relating to them on tile, or published by the secre“

;

tary of state.
What should have been a published statute has failed because of the mistake of the House, they may well claim, and
they cannot organize as a corporation. On the other hand,
if the bill should be treated as a valid law, notwithstanding
said veto message, then the corporators might organize
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under it, and then if any party interested doubted its validity, they could test it judicially by a suit in court. Here,
then, lies the importance of obtaining the opinion of the
court, in order that the House may take the correct course.
The House would then be relieved of doubt, and all parties
would be satisfied.
But, finally, we are told that, although under the facts
alleged, if true, the veto is void, still we have no right to
inquire into the facts, but must treat the veto as valid, and
that the only remedy is to impeach the governor; that such
an inquiry is contrary to the Bill of Rights, Art. XXX., which
is as follows
,

:

■‘ln the government of this Commonwealth the legislative
department shall never exercise the executive and judicial powers, or either of them; the executive shall never exercise the

legislative and judicial powers, or either of them; the judicial
shall never exercise the legislative and executive powers, or either
of them ; to the end it may be a government of laws, and not of
men.”
But the governor could not be impeached for his wrongful official acts done through carelessness or ignorance, but
only for wilful misconduct and maladministration.
But is the proposed inquiry and the opinion sought in
violation of the Bill of Rights? The court, by giving its opinion as to the legal effect of certain acts, is not legislating, is
not making any law, but only enlightening the House so
that it may avoid making a mistake in doing its legislative
duties. It is only advising as to whether a proposed bill
will become a valid law if passed in a certain manner. It is
not exercising any executive power, but only advising the
House what effect the court thinks certain acts done by the
o-overnor in a certain manner and at a certain time may
have upon a bill before the House, upon which it is obliged
to act.

It is not exercising any power whatever. It is simply advisory, and does not bind anybody, not even the one asking
the advice. It is not invading the province of the governor
in the exercise of any of his power, but only giving advice
sought by the House to guide it aright in its legislative du-
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ties; and as to the legal

effect of certain acts done,
neither the advice of the court, nor the action of the
House upon said bill or veto message, can affect the
governor in the exercise of any power, or in any way.
He
has already exercised, or attempted to exercise,
all the power over said bill that he had, and now
whatever may be done concerning said veto message or the
bill, the governor cannot have anything more to do with the
matter. His duties are ended. It is now for the House to
act in the premises, and to get any light whibh is open to it
under the Constitution. When the bill was passing through the
governor’s hands, he had the right also to ask the opinion of
the court, if he had chosen, and he would only have been exercising the executive power. So either branch of the legislature,
in asking the court any questions bearing upon its legislative
duties, is only in the exercise of its oivn powers. In either
case it is only asking information from the highest authority
as to the legal effect of acts, no matter by whom done.
Here the simple question is whether said bill has become a
law, and may properly be sent to the secretary of state’s
office, without any further proceedings by the House. Some
of the members may be in doubt; and as it pertains to their
legislative duties, we submit the House is entitled to have
the facts reported to it, in order that the opinion of the
court may be obtained upon the subject.
But it has been urged that the court would decline to give
its opinion in the matter.
In 122 Mass. 600, the court, in an opinion signed by
Justices Gray, Ames, Morton, Endicott, Lord and Soule
(Colt being absent), in speaking of this clause of the Constitution, says, “The object of this clause is to enable the
Senate, House of Representatives, or the governor and council, to obtain the advice of the justices upon any important
question of law which the body making the inquiry has
occasion to consider in the exercise of the legislative or executive powers entrusted to them respectively.” And in
126 Mass. 566, in an opinion signed by Justices Gray, Colt,
Ames, Morton, Endicott, Lord and Soule, the court makes
use of substantially the same language, and then adds
No
:

“
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other limit of the authority to require the opinion of the
justices is expressed in the Constitution.”
The court can only refuse, when the question raised does
not relate to the powers and duties of the body requiring the
opinion.
In another part of the last-named opinion, to wit, 126
Mass. 561, the court says, the convention that framed the
Constitution (referring to saidk provision)
evidently had
view
the
of
the
in
usage
English Constitution, by which the
House
of Lords, whether acting in their
King, as well as the
judicial or legislative capacity, had the right to demand the
opinion of the twelve judges of England.”
Considering, then, not only the constitutional provision,
but the occasions when the court has advised the other
branches of the government heretofore, and the importance
and propriety of advising the House in this instance as to its
proper course, I can have no doubt the court will, if desired, very cheerfully give its opinion.
“

L. W. HOWES.
April 9,
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